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NEW QUESTION: 1
Fill in the blank with an appropriate phrase.________ An is an intensive application of the
OPSEC process to an existing operation or activity by a multidiscipline team of experts.
A. OPSEC assessment
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company's eb ite receives 50,000 requests each second.
The company wants to use multiple applications to analyze the navigation patterns of the
website users so that the experience can be personalized.

Which AWS services or feature should a solutions architect use to collect page clicks for the
website and process them sequentially for each user?
A. Amazon Kinesis Data Streams
B. Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) standard queue
C. Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) FIFO queue
D. AWS CloudTrail
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing the custom dimensions for your FM application. Identify the true statement.
A. Hierarchies on custom dimensions must be symmetrical, with the same number of children
under every parent.
B. You specify the custom dimension members valid for an account by using the Custom1 Top
Member, Custom2 Top Member, Custom3 Top Member, and Custom4 Top Member.
C. All hierarchies within a custom dimension are automatically available to all the accounts.
D. Different hierarchies within a custom dimension cannot be assigned to different accounts.
E. A dimension, once used for a specific purpose, can be used only for that purpose.
Answer: B
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